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NO PLACE LIKE HOME 
Cooking for creativity and calm

+ Why strength training matters
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Discovering the many  
benefits of strength training

STRONG BODIES,
 LONG LIVES

by Debra Spark • Photography by Matt Cosby

WELLNESS
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Opposite: Slam balls range from ten to 30 pounds, and trainer Christina Strong uses them for a dynamic squatting activity, which involves lifting the ball high 
overhead, slamming it to the ground, and then squatting to pick it up. This page: Strong offers Patty Axelsen advice on her lunge form, making sure her feet 
are properly aligned, and that she is using the TRX band for balance. 
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This page: During a personal training session, John Kelly does a 
band rotational exercise designed to stabilize the muscles of the core. 
Opposite: Strong leads participants in Masters Strength class through a 
dynamic warm up.
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M
y father had terrible 
osteoporosis before he 
died, once breaking ribs 
simply by turning over 
in bed. The disease runs 
on my mother's side as 

well, so of course I knew I should 
strength train, the benefits are so 
widely touted. Muscle mass starts 
declining in one’s 30s. Strength 
training limits this decline and 
also helps maintain bone density, 
aids the efficient burning of fat, and 
minimizes the risk of arthritis, heart 
disease, and late-onset diabetes. 
And yet the activity has always 
bored me to tears. 

Enter Christina Strong—really her 
last name—and Strong Bodies, a gym 
located in a converted industrial 
garage behind Yarmouth’s former 
train depot. Strong is a personal 
trainer who also offers drop-in 
classes at the space she shares with 
CrossFit Yarmouth. One of these is 
Master’s Strength, a class for older 
adults that focuses on strength, 
balance, stability, and flexibility. 
And the good news, as one of my 

cohort said just last week while 
we were doing one-legged squats 
while holding a weighted ball, is 
that the classes are always “fun.” 
Strong constantly changes things 
up, rotating participants through 
seven or eight stations for one or 
two exercises performed in timed 
intervals. The classes move fast, 
as does Strong, a super-fit former 
Maine high school female athlete of 
the year and Division I basketball 
player, who is also the mother of 
three teenagers and the coach for 
the Yarmouth girls’ basketball 
team. At the start of each class, she 
quickly lays out the day’s game plan, 
explaining what muscle is being 
targeted and what constitutes good 
form. Then, in case you missed 
anything, she works the room, 
cheerfully reminding you what to do, 
correcting when needed, praising 
when appropriate, and looking out 
for anyone having trouble. 

After Freeport landscape architect 
Gretchen Giumarro attended one 
of Strong’s classes, she emailed 
her father, 78-year-old John Kelly 

in Yarmouth, to say, “Dad, you 
have to meet this woman.” Kelly, 
a trial lawyer of counsel to the 
Portland firm Kelly, Remmel, and 
Zimmerman, had been struggling 
with Lyme disease for several 
years, often finding himself 
exhausted and in pain. He had been, 
in his daughter’s words, a “very 
competitive athlete,” a basketball 
player who until a few years ago held 
the consecutive free throw record at 
Colby College. By the time his Lyme 
disease was correctly diagnosed 
and treated, however, he had lost the 
ability to do much of what he loved. 
The basketball connection, plus 
Strong’s upbeat manner, seemed 
a match. Opting for one-on-one 
sessions, Kelly started strength 
training with Strong twice a week in 
the fall of 2017. “It’s been a dramatic 
change in my daily life,” says Kelly, 
who no longer feels fatigued. “There 
is no question that the improvement 
is directly related to Christina.” 

Patty Axelsen, 56, found out about 
Strong through her orthopedic 
surgeon, whose wife attends 
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Your life. 
Your community. 

Your way.
INDEPENDENT LIVING AT THE ATRIUM  
is luxurious and carefree, focused on  
wellness and personal growth, and filled  
with activity and friends. 

Visit us and see how simple it can be  
to live a life you love.
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A custom-fit investment plan  
is just a conversation away

Susan J. Pye, CFP®, CDFA®
Financial Advisor
Vice President - Investments
Two Portland Square
Portland, ME 04101
Direct: (207) 776-6251
Susan.Pye@wellsfargoadvisors.com
https://fa.wellsfargoadvisors.com/susan-pye/

Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC, Member SIPC, a registered broker-dealer and non-bank ailiate of Wells 
Fargo & Company. © 2016 Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC. All rights reserved.

0218-04880

Investment and Insurance Products: u NOT FDIC Insured u NO Bank Guarantee u MAY Lose Value

Done right, a financial advisor works with you to develop an investment plan designed to 

help you meet your unique goals. We can help you create your personalized plan, and we’ll 

review it with you on a regular basis to help keep you on track. Working together is all  

about you. 

Call for a complimentary portfolio consultation.
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For some people, motivation can be an issue, 
says physician Bill Dexter of Maine Medical 
Partners Orthopedics and Sports Medicine. 
“Intuitively, people know to use it or lose it,” he 
says, but as with any lifestyle change, regular 
exercise can be challenging. 

What exercises should one do and how often 
should one strength train? Dexter recommends 
the American College of Sports Medicine 
website, as well as its offshoot website, Exercise 
is Medicine, for specific advice. For his older 
patients, Dexter is frequently focused on 
achievable goals. A former athlete like John 
Kelly might want one thing. A patient in his 
90s might be simply aiming to get out of bed, 
go to the bathroom, and return without a fall. 
Bodyweight exercises and resistance bands, 
Dexter says, “can help people make huge strides, 
particularly in terms of preserving hip and leg 
function.” And he offers up this quite surprising 
fact: In later life, “you actually have more 
potential for improving muscle mass than you 
do when you are in your twenties.” You won’t get 
stronger at 60 than when you were younger, but 
there is a bigger distance from where you are 
before you train and where you might end up. 
Yet another incentive to get moving. 




